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EMERGENCY GOVERNANCE SPECTRUM

ResiliencyRecoveryResponse

focus of EGI framework
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CITIZEN ASSEMBLIES



EMERGING PRINCIPLES FOR GOVERNING COMPLEX EMERGENCIES



KEY FINDINGS AND HIGHLIGHTS 



Additional COVID-19 monitors or other resources of relevance to urban and regional governance can be registered here.

https://lse.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_3wnz2sXlh1EoZY9


1. There is a strong cross-cutting focus on health and 
economic development. Global focus, european dominance

SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS 

2. The type of content provided by the monitors set up so 
far is mostly descriptive. 

3. The most prominent governance sphere that is 
addressed remains the national level.





1. Cities and regions more frequently identified
challenges related to administration, technical
management, and innovation than challenges
related to the political domains of democracy, 
legitimacy, and inclusion. 

SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS 

In particular, many cities and regions highlight
lack of access to financial resources and 
uncertainty of future funding, which can make
strategic planning difficult. 

However, a considerable number of 
respondents did perceive a lack of 
autonomy at the subnational level and a 
politicisation of the crisis to be challenging.

These survey findings were corroborated
with findings from the analysis of online 
resources



3. The most often reported 
knowledge gaps in 
emergency governance are 
related to ‘finance and 
resources’, ‘public 
participation and inclusion’, 
and ‘coordination and 
integration across 
government units

2. Cities and regions 
reported most 
emergency governance 
innovations in (1) 
‘authority and 
leadership’ and  (2) 
‘cooperation and 
collaboration with key 
stakeholders and (3) IT 
and data management 



Access the Live Learning Experiences Knowledge Hub here for over 40 hours of idea-
sharing on urban responses to the COVID-19 challenges by almost 100 cities and regions

https://www.beyondtheoutbreak.uclg.org/


THE BARCELONA DEAL: BUILDING A CITY-WIDE CONSENSUS TO 
GUIDE THE COVID-19 RECOVERY

What are the main objectives?

What governance challenges does it address?

Collectively define the principles to guide the recovery from the economic crisis over the
next 18 months, highlighting the importance of dialogue and co-responsibility

Overcome partisan divides over the vision for the city and the inflexibility of the slow and 
rigid decision-making and participatory structures

Overview: innovating in cooperation and collaboration across key stakeholders

What are emerging lessons?

Compromise constructs a way out of a crisis and provides opportunities for new 
participatory decision-making tools even in crisis times. A trade off is that follow up is 
required to move from high-level visions to concrete policy proposals 

Virtual roundtables brought together over 200 city stakeholder groups and all 7 parties in 
the city council

Watch here the interview with Laia Bonet, Barcelona’s Deputy Mayor of Barcelona for the 2030 Agenda, Digital Transition, Sports, Territorial 
and Metropolitan Coordination, and International Relations

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mCVcjH-6HQ


BOGOTÁ’S CITIZEN CULTURE: ESTABLISHING TRUST 
THROUGH OPEN COMMUNICATION

Watch here the interview with Luz Amparo Medina, Director of International Relations for the Capital District of Bogotá.

What are the main objectives?

What governance challenges does it address?

What are emerging lessons?

Empower the public to feel ownership of the measures being
introduced. Sharing data to ensure a transparent approach

Overcome low citizen trust while in the early stages of the mandate

How is it innovative?

Emphasis on listening and learning: a two-way conversation. Adoption
of a pedagogic, caring approach to make core messages clear and 
accesible to all

Trust can be built by integrating citizen culture into public policy by
combining clear communication with social research to adjust policies
and acknowldeging sucess and failures at the individual and city level.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CcgvDyUT6zw


GAUTENG MULTI-LEVEL GOVERNANCE: REGIONAL 
COORDINATION OF COVID-19 RESPONSES

Coordinate the emergency response across a heavily
decentralised system of governance

What are the main objectives?

Ensure a cohesive and unified strategic direction at the
provincial level while enabling local context-specific policies

What governance challenges does it address?

How is it innovative?

What are emerging lessons?

Combination of central strategic direction and granurality to locally
tailor emergency response, enabled by research partnership that
made data available at the province level to guide strategy

Innovative MLG based on emphasis on focused leadership and 
tight coordination mechanisms and a data-driven, ward-based
response 

Screenshot of the interview with Mduduzi Mbada, 
Head of the Policy Research & Advisory Services Unit, 
Office of The Premier of Gauteng Province

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qwJqvNBed1Y


SEOUL DATA ANALYTICS: DEPLOYING BIG DATA AND 
TECHNOLOGY TO RESPOND TO COVID-19

What are the main objectives?

Seoul Smart City Platform to reduce virus transmission by using big data and engaging the
public via innovative technologies and prepare for the next stage of the pandemic

Overcome sectoral siloes in the SMG, which used to prevent information from being
shared, and increase coordination while also communicating with the public

What governance challenges does it address?

How is it innovative?

The speed, accuracy and integration of Seoul’s contact tracing system sets it apart. It
also swiftly pivost mechanisms already in place to support the emergency response

Institutional flexibility and absence of excessive bureaucracy allowed SMG to 
repurpose SSCP for emergency response. Protecting users from infringement of 
privacy rights will remain a key issue when innovating with big data analytics.

What are emerging lessons?

Ji-hyun Kim, Manager of the Smart 
City Division of the Smart City Policy
Bureau, Seoul Metropolitan
Government.



SUMMARY OF MAIN FINDINGS 

1. The emergency amplified old problems and created new ones: insufficient funds are now more volatile and 
demand to be faced is higher while cities are less able to generate revenue

Scissor effect: on average, the cities and regions in the survey sample reported a 5% increase in expenditure and 
around a 10% decrease in revenue. 

- Financially independent subnational governments may have suffered higher income losses: the source of revenue
associated with higher income losses was from tariffs and fees (-22% on average), followed by revenue from rent or
sale of assets (-18% on average). Intergovernmental fiscal transfers were less affected (-8% on average). 

- The financial challenges of subnational governments have been exacerbated in some countries by restrictive
regulatory environments

- 21% of the cities/regions in the sample borrowed money to tackle the emergency. A majority (58%) chose not to, 
despite being able to had they wished, but the remaining 21% did not borrow due to legal constraints (15%) or lack of 
access to financial institutions (6%).



2. Local governments have significant responsibility for financing policy sectors which are either inelastic in 
their demand or tend to have even higher demand during an emergency. Repercussions of reallocating capital 
investments to finance operational responses challenge financial sustainability and prosperity



3. The national economic recovery packages will give an indication of the positioning of city and regional 
governments, not only in the recovery, but also in the configuration of postpandemic governance

4. Finances are likely to remain strained for some time to come and cities and regions will be required to innovate. 
This is the focus of the upcoming PB3 – stay tuned! 



https://www.lse.ac.uk/Cities/research/urban-governance/Emergency-Governance-for-Cities-and-Regions

